Erratum to: Gecko proteins induce the apoptosis of bladder cancer 5637 cells by inhibiting Akt and activating the intrinsic caspase cascade.
The BMB Reports would like to correct in the reference of BMB Rep. 48(9), 531-536 titled "Gecko proteins induce the apoptosis of bladder cancer 5637 cells by inhibiting Akt and activating the intrinsic caspase cascade". The ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS should be corrected as follows, "This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF-2010-0009086, NRF-2012R1A1A2039992, and 2012M3A9C7050184) and the Brain Busan 21 Project." and not "This work was partially supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF-2010-0009086, NRF-2003-003-C00110, and 2012M3A9C7050184) and the Brain Busan 21 Project." The online version reflects this change.